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Abstract—A new concept called the dynamic coarse model is
proposed and is applied to the optimization design of low-tem-
perature co-fired ceramic (LTCC) multilayer RF circuits with the
aggressive space mapping (ASM) technique. The dynamic coarse
model is a combination of an evolutionary equivalent-circuit
model and an efficient quasi-static numerical electromagnetic
(EM) model—partial-element equivalent-circuit model. Namely,
there are two forms of coarse models jointly in use: the coarse
schematic model and the coarse EM model. The coarse schematic
model evolutionarily incorporates parasitic effects that can
be extracted from its accompanying coarse EM model. This
process can greatly facilitate the original ASM process by easily
determining a “high-quality” optimized coarse model. Two LTCC
frequency-selective passive modules, i.e., a bandpass filter and
a diplexer, are designed using the proposed scheme and ASM.
No nonuniqueness in parameter extraction is encountered. Good
convergence performance is achieved for the designs of both
modules.

Index Terms—Aggressive space mapping (ASM), diplexer, filter,
low-temperature co-fired ceramic (LTCC), optimization, partial-
element equivalent-circuit model (PEEC).

I. INTRODUCTION

THE DEGREE OF integration of RF or microwave mod-
ules has mainly depended on the dimensions of the asso-

ciated passive circuits. With the recent advances in low-tem-
perature co-fired ceramic (LTCC) technology, more and more
passive components and functional circuits have been buried in
a ceramic substrate in a three-dimensional (3-D) fashion. As
a result, the overall size of an RF sub-system can be signifi-
cantly reduced. Generally, to satisfy prescribed specifications
of an LTCC embedded circuit, an efficient optimization process
is absolutely necessary. Traditional optimization schemes up-
date design parameters either with the gradient information or
an exhaustive search through intensive full-wave electromag-
netic (EM) simulation. Usually, in practice, the expensive com-
putation overhead prohibits LTCC circuits from being fully op-
timized.

Fortunately, an effective optimization scheme, called the ag-
gressive space mapping (ASM) algorithm, was developed by
Bandler et al. in 1995 [1]. The algorithm makes use of available
experience (namely, coarse model) to reduce the workload of ac-
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curate EM simulation. However, the difficulty in the parameter
extraction may sometimes cause the space-mapping algorithm
to fail. To tackle this problem, several mathematical efforts are
taken to improve the parameter-extraction process in the orig-
inal ASM algorithm [2]–[5]. All of the improvements will un-
doubtedly increase the complexity and computational overhead.
As a matter of fact, the difficulties arising in parameter extrac-
tion are mainly due to the lack of physical essence for the coarse
model. It is found that, for LTCC circuit design particularly, if
we add sufficient physical knowledge in the coarse model by in-
cluding parasitic effects, e.g., the ASM algorithm, can still con-
verge fast.

In this paper, an efficient static EM model, namely, the
partial-element equivalent-circuit (PEEC) algorithm, will par-
tially serve as the coarse model in ASM. In order to obtain the
optimal coarse model solution, a schematic circuit model will
also be employed together with the PEEC model. The proposed
optimization procedure begins with an ideal schematic model.
A curve-fitting process is performed with the PEEC model to
obtain the physical dimensions and a better quality updated
schematic model that takes parasitic effects into account. The
updated schematic circuit model is then further optimized. This
leads to a set of updated physical dimensions by performing
a curve-fitting process based on the response of the updated
schematic model.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed dynamic
coarse model, a lumped-element bandpass filter with two finite
transmission zeros and a lumped element diplexer for dual band
[global system for mobile communications (GSM)/digital com-
munications system (DCS)] mobile handset are designed with
good convergence performance.

II. BASIC CONCEPTS

A. Basic Concepts of ASM

The ASM technique has been proven to be an efficient ap-
proach for microwave circuit optimization design [1]–[7]. In
the technique, two models are involved. One is an accurate, but
time-consuming model, called the fine model. The other one is
a less accurate, but much more efficient model, denoted as the
coarse model. ASM establishes a mathematical link (mapping)
between the spaces of the parameters of the two models. It ex-
ploits Broyden’s formula to quantitatively predict the new di-
mension parameters through the parameter extraction for map-
ping the fine model responses to those of the coarse model. In
such a way, most of simulations are carried out with the coarse
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model and only one fine model simulation is needed in each
ASM iteration.

B. Fundamentals of PEEC

The PEEC algorithm was originally developed by Ruehli
[8] for modeling 3-D multiconductor systems. The basic idea
of the PEEC is to convert the original structure to a network of
discrete resistors, inductors, and capacitors (called the partial
elements) by properly discretizing the mixed-potential integral
equation. The partial elements of capacitors and inductors are
first calculated by closed formula and the resultant equivalent
circuit can then be solved with a conventional circuit theory.

For a system of conductors, the mixed-potential integral
equation can lead to

(1)

where is the associated Green’s function and current
and are expended with pulse functions.

For conciseness, only the -component of the equation is pre-
sented. By applying the Galerkin matching procedure to the
above equation and set incident field to zero, we can have

(2)

where the terms on the right-hand side represent the resistive, in-
ductive, and capacitive voltage drops across the matched volume
cell, respectively.

For perfect conductors, the first term should be zero. The
second term can be rewritten in terms of total current through
the th volume cell as

(3)

This equation clearly suggests itself as a voltage–current re-
lationship of an inductor with mutual coupling from other in-
ductors.

The third term can be finally expressed as

(4)

or in terms of total charge over the th surface cell

(5)

where and .
Clearly, again, the inverse of the matrix composed of terms in

the curly bracket coincide with the partial capacitance matrix.
Since the size of the LTCC circuit is, in general, much

smaller than the operating wavelength, and that the accuracy
of the PEEC coarse model is not as critical as its speed, a
quasi-static approximation is made. Therefore, the retardation
time can be neglected and the Green’s function can take the
form of static one. Once the partial elements are calculated, the
response can be solved with well-developed circuit theory. It is
worth mentioning that, by removing some unessential nodes,
the simplified partial network model can be analyzed much
faster than the full-wave EM solvers.

C. Concept of Dynamic Coarse Model

A high-quality coarse model is essential in applying ASM.
We adopt the PEEC model as the coarse model since it has
been proven very fast with acceptable accuracy, especially in
the lower frequency range, in which most of the LTCC mod-
ules work. To determine the optimal coarse model, a schematic
equivalent-circuit model is first employed, which acts as a part
of the coarse model. The equivalent-circuit model and PEEC
model are associated with each other and work in a coordinated
fashion to obtain the optimal coarse model. For convenience, we
call the two models the coarse schematic model and coarse
EM model , respectively.

The proposed dynamic coarse model begins with an ideal
schematic circuit. Although it can hardly fully characterize an
LTCC circuit before all parasitic effects are taken into account,
the ideal schematic circuit provides a straightforward guidance
as far as the initial design is concerned. The detail procedure for
obtaining the optimal coarse model using the dynamic coarse
model concept is illustrated in the flowchart shown in Fig. 1.

First of all, an ideal (without parasitic elements) coarse
schematic model is created by intuition and is optimized to
satisfy the desired specifications. The optimal component
values are denoted as

(6)

The initial dimensions of each inductor or capacitor can
then be roughly estimated by either the fitting response of a
single component or by using empirical formulas [7]. Having
had all the component dimensions determined, the whole circuit
geometry can be constructed.

By curve fitting the coarse EM model response as close as
possible to that of the optimal ideal coarse schematic model and
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Fig. 1. Flowchart for obtaining optimal coarse model.

Fig. 2. Schematics of the bandpass filter.

systematically recombining and removing some of unessential
nodes in the resultant PEEC network model, the new coarse
schematic model with parasitic components can be obtained.
Generally, the response of this updated schematic model may
differ from that of the ideal one. We need to optimize the coarse
schematic model again to meet the specifications. It is worth
mentioning that, unlike the parasitic component for a cascaded
coarse model in [9], which is extracted by intuition and curving
fitting, the physically expressive parasitic network in our up-
dated schematic model is systematically derived. The detail of
the derivation process will be discussed in a future publication.

It is known that when physical dimensions change insignif-
icantly, parasitic effects will not change as rapid as those of
the main components. Keeping this in mind, we now optimize
the updated coarse schematic model with parasitic components
fixed; that is to say, only main components are adjusted. New
component values in the coarse schematic model are obtained
as

(7)

To get the geometric dimensions corresponding to , an-
other curve-fitting procedure is applied. Up to this stage, much
better agreement between the coarse EM model response and
coarse schematic model can be achieved because parasitic ef-
fects are considered in both models. Repeat the above process
until the specifications are satisfied by the coarse EM model.

After an optimal coarse EM model is obtained, it is assigned
as the coarse model in the standard ASM procedure in which
the optimal solution of the coarse EM model is denoted as .

It can be noted that the word “dynamic” has two meanings
here. One is that the coarse schematic model evolves from the

TABLE I
PARAMETERS IN COARSE SCHEMATIC MODEL AND COARSE

EM MODEL OF THE BANDPASS FILTER

Fig. 3. LTCC layout of the multilayer bandpass filter.

Fig. 4. Coarse schematic model with parasitic elements.

one without parasitic effects to the one with parasitic effects
in the stage of obtaining ; the other is that the coarse model
switches from the combination of the equivalent-circuit model
and PEEC model to a pure PEEC model once is available.

One may be concerned with why we do not optimize the di-
mensions in the coarse EM model directly after the whole geom-
etry is constructed instead of optimizing the coarse schematic
model first and getting the optimal dimensions by curve fitting.
This is because there may exist more than one local minimum
in the coarse EM model. We found that this optimal solution
by curve fitting the circuit model response can be obtained with
better certainty.

III. DESIGN EXAMPLES

Two LTCC frequency-selective passive modules are designed
by the proposed dynamic coarse model with the ASM proce-
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Fig. 5. Extraction of coarse EM model from the coarse schematic model.

dure. One is a compact bandpass filter with two finite transmis-
sion zeros [10]. The other is a multilayer dual band diplexer for
a (GSM/DCS) mobile phone.

A. Compact Bandpass Filter

Fig. 2 shows the ideal schematic circuit of a compact band-
pass filter. The optimal component values are determined ac-
cording to specifications and are listed in the second column
of Table I. The corresponding LTCC layout with the design pa-
rameters indicated is shown in Fig. 3. The thickness of substrate
layers is 3.6 mil for layers 1–3 and 10.8 mil for layer 4. The di-
electric constant is 7.8.

The optimal dimensions at which the coarse EM model
response fits that of the optimal schematic circuit model
are extracted and are given in column 2 of Table I. –
are kept constant in the optimization. At the same time, an up-
dated schematic model in which parasitic effects are taken into
account is obtained and drawn in Fig. 4. By optimizing the up-
dated circuit model with parasitic components pF,

pF, and pF as constants, the

TABLE II
FINE MODEL PARAMETERS AND EXTRACTED COARSE MODEL

PARAMETERS OF THE BANDPASS FILTER

new main component values are obtained and are listed
in column 3 of Table I. By taking another parameter extrac-
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Fig. 6. Fine model response of the bandpass filter at x . (a) j = 1 (starting point). (b) j = 2. (c) j = 3, (d) j = 4.

tion, the final optimal dimensions in the coarse EM model
can be obtained by fitting the PEEC model response to that of
the updated schematic model as close as possible. Once the re-
sponses of the coarse EM model satisfies the required
specifications, the optimal coarse model solution is set to be

, which is shown in the last column of Table I.

To illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed dynamic coarse
model, the comparison of the responses of the coarse EM model
with those of the coarse schematic model is shown in Fig. 5.

Once the optimal coarse model is determined, the optimiza-
tion procedure continues with regular ASM and the coarse
model turns to be a pure PEEC model. The fine model used
for this example is IE3D, a full-wave EM simulator of Zeland
Software, Fremont, CA. It is worth mentioning that the com-
puting time of a single frequency sweep for the PEEC model
and IE3D model are approximately 2 and 94 s, respectively.
After only three updates of the fine model parameters, the
extracted coarse model comes very close to and the fine
model response becomes converged. To provide a clear picture

Fig. 7. Ideal schematic model of the diplexer.

of the convergence, the design parameters in both models are
listed in Table II.

The progressive improvement of the fine model response
from the starting point to the end point that satisfies the speci-
fications is given in Fig. 6. As a reference, the optimal coarse
model response is also superposed.
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TABLE III
PARAMETERS IN COARSE SCHEMATIC MODEL AND COARSE EM MODEL OF THE DIPLEXER

Fig. 8. Layout of the LTCC diplexer.

B. Diplexer for Dual-Band (GSM/DCS) Mobile Phone
The ideal schematic circuit of a diplexer is shown in Fig. 7.

The diplexer is composed of a low-pass filter and bandpass
filter. The specifications of the diplexer are dB,

dB, and dB, and the frequency band
of 880–960 MHz and dB, dB, and

dB are in the 1710–1990-MHz band. The optimal
component values at which the specifications are satisfied are
shown in the first column of Table III.

According to the component values, the initial LTCC layout
is constructed and is shown in Fig. 8. The thickness of layer 1
and layer 6 is 3.5433 mil and that of layers 2–5 is 1.6929 mil.
The relative dielectric constant is 7.8.

The optimal coarse model dimensions can be extracted
by fitting the responses of the PEEC model with those of
the ideal optimal schematic model whose component values
are listed in the first column of Table III. Dimensions of
capacitors and inductors along the -direction (along the longer

side) are fixed at , ,
, , ,
, , ,

, and , where the unit is
mils. Dimensions along the -direction are adjusted and the
optimal result is listed in column 2 of Table III. From a previous
PEEC analysis, the updated coarse schematic model in which
parasitic effects are considered can be obtained, as shown in
Fig. 9. Keeping the values of the parasitic components fixed,
we can further adjust the main component values to satisfy
the required specifications by optimization. The updated values
of the main components are shown in column 3 of Table III.
The values of parasitic components are pF,

pF, pF,
pF, nH, pF,

pF, pF,
pF, pF, nH, and

nH.
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Fig. 9. Updated coarse schematic model with parasitic effects.

TABLE IV
FINE MODEL PARAMETERS AND EXTRACTED COARSE MODEL

PARAMETERS OF THE DIPLEXER DESIGN

Having had the more realistic optimized coarse schematic
model by taking the parasitic effects into account, the optimized
coarse EM model can then be extracted and is considered as the
optimal coarse model in the ASM procedure.

The fine model for the diplexer design is HFSS, a full-wave
EM finite-element method solver of the Ansoft Corporation,
Pittsburgh, PA. However, the difference between the speed of
the coarse EM model and the fine EM model (HFSS) for this
example is remarkable. The computation time of a single fre-
quency sweep is 166 s with the PEEC model and is 3677 s with
HFSS.

Three iterations of the fine model updates are need in ASM to
take the fine model response close enough to the optimal coarse
model response. The parameters at each iteration are summa-
rized in Table IV.

The comparison of -parameters of the coarse EM model and
the fine model for parameters extraction at each ASM iteration
is shown in Fig. 10(a)–(c). Since the coarse EM model can re-

Fig. 10. Comparison of S-parameters of the coarse model response and the
fine model response in each parameters extraction of the diplexer design. (a)
j = 1.

flect all the static capacitive and inductive couplings, it can be
observed from Fig. 10(a)–(c) that the coarse model responses

can catch all the detailed variations of the fine model
responses very well.

The convergence of the fine model responses is demonstrated
in Fig. 11.
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Fig. 10. (Continued.) Comparison of S-parameters of the coarse model
response and the fine model response in each parameters extraction of the
diplexer design. (b) j = 2.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a new concept of a dynamic coarse model
for an ASM algorithm is proposed and is applied to the
optimization design of LTCC RF circuits. It is initially a
combination of an evolutionary equivalent-circuit model and

Fig. 10. (Continued.) Comparison of S-parameters of the coarse model
response and the fine model response in each parameters extraction of the
diplexer design. (c) j = 3.

an efficient quasi-static PEEC model in determining the optimal
coarse model solution. The coarse model is then switched
to the pure PEEC model in the traditional space-mapping
process. The dynamic coarse model can easily incorporate the
parasitic effects so that it facilitates the process of finding a
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Fig. 11. Convergence of the fine model responses of the diplexer design at x . (a) j = 1(starting point). (b) j = 2. (c) j = 3. (d) j = 4 (ending point).

“high-quality” optimized coarse model for ASM. A bandpass
filter and a diplexer in a dual-band mobile phone are designed
using this dynamic coarse model with full-wave commercial
EM simulation software IE3D and HFSS adopted as the fine
model, respectively. Good convergence performance is achieved
in both module designs in only three steps of fine model
parameter update and, consequently, only three fine model
simulations are needed. Since the dynamic coarse model that
can properly characterize the parasitic effects in an LTCC
circuit is utilized, no problem of nonuniqueness is encountered
in parameter extraction.
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